Developing Common Language:

Disabilities (World Health Organization)
National Disability Awareness Employment Month (NDEAM)

Quick Reads to Get You Started:

"Getting Proud and Staying Proud: Navigating Pride as a Disabled Person"
Author: Carrie (AutoStraddle)

"19 Examples of Ability Privilege"
Author: Shannon Ridgway (Everyday Feminism)

"6 Ways Your Social Justice Activism Might Be Ableist"
Author: Carolyn Zaikowski (Everyday Feminism)

"5 Examples of How Privilege Lists Often Ignore the Intersection of Dis/Ability"
Author: Cara Liebowitz (Everyday Feminism)

"10 Examples of Walking Privilege That All Walking People Should Acknowledge"
Author: Cara Liebowitz (Everyday Feminism)

"I am NOT an Afterthought: The Dangers of Everyday Ableism in Our Transportation Systems"
Author: Taylor Carmen (The Body is Not an Apology)

"Changing the Framework: Disability Justice: How our Communities Can Move Beyond Access to Wholeness"
Author: Mia Mingus (Leaving Evidence)

"What Disability Justice Has to Offer Social Justice"
Author: Theo Yang Copley (Grassroots Institute for Fundraising Training)

"5 Recent Technologies That Are Changing Deaf People's Lives"
Author: Andy Palmer (Limping Chicken)

"Forever Crooked: How Everyday Language Reflects Negative Attitudes About the Physically Disabled"
Author: Jessi Elana Aaron (The Conversation)
**Educational Videos to Stimulate Your Mind:**

"Mia Mingus on Disability Justice" (Equitable Education Ca)
"I'm Not Your Inspiration. Thank You Very Much" (Stella Young)

**Organizations to Support:**

- Sins Invalid
- National Center for Learning Disabilities
- National Black Disability Coalition

**Educational Downloadables to Decorate Your Space:**

- "Bullying and Harassment of Students with Disabilities: Top 10 Facts Parents, Educators, and Students Need to Know" PDF (URL) (PACER’s National Bullying Prevention Center)
- Disability and Health Resources and Materials (Center for Disease Control and Prevention)

**Awesome Sources to Stay Engaged in the Topic:**

- Olliebean
- Disability Justice
- Mia Mingus (Leaving Evidence blog)
- Repair for Justice

**Tips for Allies:**

- "6 ways to be a better ally to people living with disabilities"
  (Katie Dupere (Mashable))
- "Doing Disability Ally Work"
  (Eli Clare)
- "Kimberly Brown: 12 tips to help hearing people communicate with deaf people"
  (Limping Chicken)

**Tools for Allies:**

- "10 Facts on Disability"
  (World Health Organization)
- "The Disability of Veterans"
  (US Census Bureau)
- "Disability Reports and Briefs"
  (US Census Bureau)
- "Selected Queer Deaf and Disability Bibliography and Resources"
  (Eli Claire)
- "Student Voices: A Study of Young Adults with Learning and Attention Issues"
  (National Center for Learning Disabilities)
- "Building a Grad Nation: Progress and Challenge in Raising High School Graduation Rates"
  (Grad Nation)
- "Special Needs Anti-Bullying Toolkit"
  (The Bully Project)